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EXCUTIVE SUMMARY 

In the past thirty years, transit assignment has grown from a niche theoretical exercise to a 

rigorous field of study with a variety of advanced models and methodologies designed to 

incorporate the unique decision-making process of transit trips in the planning process. A 

significant boon to the transit modeling community came with the advent of the General Transit 

Feed Specification (GTFS) in 2006. Prior to 2006, information on transit networks was difficult 

to obtain and was inconsistently formatted meaning that software developed for one network 

may need significant modifications to be applied elsewhere. The motivation of having transit 

systems searchable on Google Maps proved great enough to convince hundreds of transit 

systems around the globe to develop their own GTFS feed and make it openly available. This 

opened the door to a vast amount of research potential, not least the transit assignment 

community. 

GTFS organizes the transit network as a collection of linked spreadsheets that organizes the 

system as stops, trips and routes. Trips are a sequence of stops visited by a transit vehicle at a 

particular time of the day. It is these trips, and their associated stop times that are used by FAST-

TrIPs in the path generation phase. Because GTFS presents these trips as sequences, it presents 

an opportunity to leverage work with sequences to potentially improve on the path generation 

phase of a dynamic transit passenger assignment program (DTPA). 

One particular DTPA program named FAST-TrIPs; improved upon prior computational 

performance by utilizing the static components of the GTFS structure to find feasible transfers or 

links. The program takes a detailed (or enhanced) version of GTFS and transit demand data and 

simulates the transit choices people might make by generating many possible paths for every trip 

a simulated traveler wants to make and then assigns them to paths probabilistically, incorporating 

the capacity of the transit vehicles along the way. In this path generation phase, one issue 

identified by researchers working to take DTPA from research to practice was the presence of 

path overlap. Path overlap occurs when two or more paths in a path choice set contain many 

similar features with slight variations, violating independence assumptions in any logit-based 

path choice model and resulting in poor representation of transit path choice behavior. 

Sometimes nonsensical paths are generated in this result as well with multiple transfers between 

two routes, alighting and then reboarding to the same route, which waste computational 

resources and have the potential for selection in the DTPA process. 

These paths which can have some or more shared stop sequences can be modeled as 

mathematical sequences, whereby sequence simultaneity metrics can be used to effectively 

corrective the path selection and reduce the search space at runtime. In computational molecular 

biology efficient comparison of sequences has become the foundation of genomics and 

transcriptomics, with decades of research and algorithm development having been already 

completed and applicable to this path overlap problem (Gusfield 1997). Specifically, we made 

use of a transit-specific variation on the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) algorithm to 

include spatio-temporal components while providing an optimally efficient run-time. In our work 

we separate computation structures that can be calculated independently from any demand and 

those that must be computed with specific origin-destination spatio-temporal points in mind. We 
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first pre-process the network to find all the viable links or potential transfer points given 

passenger waiting, walking and access/egress limitations. Next the potential links are searched 

for viable paths which are then scored for cost using a per-mode offset coefficient transfer 

penalty. All of these variable paths are compared to each other for overlap and assigned a 

numeric value for similarity against all other paths. Taken together the total trip cost given the 

penalty model along with the similarity measure can be used to select representative paths of a 

potential large group which have the best and most unique trips. 

Using the CTTransit Hartford area GTFS file and the CSTS demand dataset along with the 

needed walking and drive access files as used in Fast-TrIPs we were able to employ our LCS 

based viable path reduction protocol using a parameter k. This parameter is applied to each 

transfer level and provides up to k paths out of the potential n, which include the lowest cost path 

and most unique path and k-2 paths that lie somewhere between those extremes. Using this 

strategy we were able to contain an exponential number of paths with respect to number of 

transfers into a constant number of paths. Once the k-dissimilar paths are selected using our 

framework, a system like Fast-TrIPs could be altered to use the reduced path set and not need to 

full search the full set of viable trips. We provide the preliminary efforts written in 

python/cython in open-source form for the community to share, contribute to and learn from at: 

https://github.com/timothyjamesbecker/transit_alignment. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The longest common sub sequence (LCS) is defned as those symbols that appear in the same or-
der between two input sequences of possibly varying sizes. For our work, we formulate trips from 
a transit network as a sequence, while stops on the trip can be thought of as the symbols. Trips 
that have many of the same stops appearing with a similar ordering will then have a larger LCS 
than those trips with larger amounts of unique stops. By proceeding to calculate the LCS for all 
possible trip pairs we arrive at a natural clustering where alternate routes and express versions of 
trips become easily identifable by the LCS signatures they contain. The LCS can drive more than 
just pairwise comparisons as well, which we formulate as a multiple sequence alignment problem. 
When multiple sequences undergo a distance calculation such as the LCS, edit symbols are added 
to extend a sequence to another causing the LCS components to move to the same column posi-
tion. Once these aligned trips are in this symbol extended form, we can use further tools to look 
at the proportions of dominant LCS signatures, providing a computationally effcient macro scale 
view of the entire route/sub-route/express network structure. Because the LCS can be quickly 
computed on all trips due to the limited length of the strings fltered by domain knowledge, we 
have explored polynomial time solutions via dynamic programming to generate similar sub se-
quences on only those trips that have at least one match using a linear-time hash-map solution. 
This means that for large transportation networks, the applications of the linear-time flter will 
result in a polynomial reduction with respect to the number of trips that will receive the more 
expensive pairwise LCS calculation, since without a match the LCS is 0. The same techniques do 
not have such effcient run times when generalized to arbitrary repeated symbol directed graphs. 

For a transportation network, sequences are only a fraction of the possible paths that could be 
utilized to fnd a valid user trip that has minimal transfers and the desired time cost. But since 
the network is fxed and not a dynamic run-time consideration to a transit assignment simulation 
framework, we argue that a priori network trip clustering and alignment could not only improve 
the realism of simulated transit assignment tools, but could also attach the perceptual element 
of similarity into the path-weight calculations themselves. Every origin/destination pair within 
a time range has a fxed constant number of trips, each of which has a preexisting amount of 
similarity to all other trips in that constant set. By including similarity and correcting for it in path-
weight calculations, we can prune a large graph search space to greatly reduced size of feasible 
trips that contain edge-bundling/similarity information 

1.2 Objectives 

The goals of the proposed research are broadly to apply the methods of sequence alignment and 
matching from computational biology, focusing on LCS, to the DTPA problem in three contexts: 

(1) A priori characterization of the network 

(2) Elimination of nonsensical paths during path generation phase 

(3) Mitigation of path overlap through development of metrics to be integrated with the path 
choice model. 

1.3 Expected Contributions 

(1) Finalize an ideal scoring mechanism and metrics (should have more than one!) 
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(2) Explore the effects of LCS with symbol-time matching (currently we have only employed 
symbol matching). A symbol-time matching LCS would offer an additive weight for when 
time matches and the symbol matches. 

(3) Develop and explore route/sub-route/express tailored symbol-time LCS signatures 

(4) Develop and explore a transit specifc route/sub-route/express tailored symbol-time multi-
ple trip alignment algorithm using (3) 

(5) Explore and develop pathweight model for incorporating trip similarity 

(6) Develop and implement a proof of concept system that can perform the LCS based alignment 
and path-weight model on a large network such as SF. 

1.4 Report Overview 

The rest of the report is structured with a short literature review of transit assignment and path 
overlap. That is followed with a technical method section that sets to formal defne the similarity 
metrics used for the novel components to the work. Traditional penalty modeling using a per 
mode structure and the algorithm application to our CT GTFS and CSTS demand fles are included 
in the results section. 
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2 Literature Review 

Transit assignment approaches are broadly divided into two types: frequency-based and 
schedule-based transit assignment. The frequency-based approach assumes each transit line 
operates on a constant frequency without any reliable schedule. Frequency-based models are 
commonly used in static transit assignments. It is effective in describing bus networks operat-
ing in congested roads with varied travel times (Oliker & Bekhor, 2018). In contrast, schedule-
based approach uses detailed departure or arrival times of transit vehicles for assignment pur-
poses. This makes schedule-based models more suitable for dynamic transit assignment in a 
sense that these models must incorporate the time component explicitly (Nuzzolo & Crisalli, 2004). 
Schedule-based methods require faster computer and larger database unlike the frequency-based 
approaches as they can model the within-day dynamics in passengers’ route choices (Liu, Bunker, 
& Ferreira, 2010). Tong and Richardson (1984) were the frst in adapting Dijkstra’s shortest path 
algorithm to fnd the minimum cost paths in public transit systems running on fxed schedules. 
Based on this work, Tong and Wong (1999) generated the time-dependent optimal path using a 
specially developed branch-and-bound algorithm. They then formulated a dynamic stochastic 
transit assignment model using a schedule-based approach with the given time-dependent O-D 
matrix. 

Spiess and Florian (1989) described an optimal strategy for frequency-based transit networks 
where passengers are allowed to reach their destination at minimum expected cost. The model 
assumes that the waiting time for a passenger before boarding the frst arriving vehicle depends 
on the combined frequencies of the transit services considered by the traveler. Nguyen and Pal-
lattino (1988) developed a graph-theoretic framework (hyperpath) to deal with the common lines 
problem in transit network route choice. The “common lines” here refers to the decision problem 
faced by the passengers at a transit stop shared by several competitive line, whether to board an 
arriving bus or to wait for a faster one to minimize the total travel time. Nguyen, Pallotino, and 
Gendreau (1998) later introduced the concept of effcient hyperarc and investigated the logit split-
ting of the demand on effcient hyperpaths. In a transit system where frequencies are low and 
timetables are reasonably reliable, the departure time and route choice can be equally important 
to the users. In a later study (Nguyen, Pallotino, & Malucelli, 2001), a transit assignment model 
was developed incorporating both departure time and route choice simultaneously. Schmöcker, 
Bell, and Kurauchi (2008) presented a frst dynamic frequency-based transit assignment model for 
overcrowded high-frequency transit networks. A “fail-to-board” probability is introduced in this 
study to capture the passengers’ inability to board the frst arriving vehicle due to overcrowding. 
The model also assumes that on-board passengers get the priority, waiting passengers mingle on 
the platform, and Markov-based process is used for loading. Schmöcker et al. (2011) later ex-
tended this model by adapting a “fail-to-sit” probability with travel costs based on the likelihood 
of travelling seated or standing. 

Nuzzolo, Russo, and Crisalli (2001) presented a schedule-based path choice model for high-
frequency transit networks which considers both day-to-day and within-day dynamic of passen-
ger path choices. Hamdouch and Lawphongpanich (2008) took into account both transit sched-
ules and vehicle capacity constraints in their schedule-based UE transit assignment model. One 
of the distinctive properties of schedule-based networks is that the adjacent stops vary over time, 
and the cost of reaching an adjacent stop is a function of service available at a given time. This 
time-varying property of transit stops makes schedule-based approaches more complicated than 
the static road networks (Khani et al., 2015). Noh, Hickman, and Khani (2012) introduced a link-
based time-expanded (LBTE) network for transit schedules where each link represents a sched-
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uled vehicle trip with time information between two consecutive stops. A logit-based hyperpath 
model integrated with the LBTE network was also proposed in this study for stochastic transit 
assignment. Although this LBTE model reduces the effort to build network on transit schedules 
because of the expansion of network with scheduled links, the size of the network increases signif-
icantly requiring signifcant computational effort to solve path assignment problems. To improve 
the computational effciency, a new network representation, the Trip-based Network has been 
introduced by Khani et al. (2015). This trip-based network uses Google’s General Transit Feed 
Specifcation (GTFS) data provided by the transit agencies to represent the transit network (GTFS 
Static Overview, 2019). Moreover, it uses transit vehicle trips as network edges and also takes into 
consideration the transfer stop hierarchy in transit networks. Using this hierarchical trip-based 
transit network format, a set of path algorithms including algorithms for the shortest path, a logit-
based hyperpath, and a transit A* were developed. Khani et al. (2013) extended these models 
by incorporating boarding priority and strict capacity constraints to formulate the schedule-based 
dynamic transit assignment model named FAST-TrIPs. Khani, Bustillos, Noh, Chiu, and Hickman 
(2014) then developed a joint model consists of a dynamic traffc assignment, a schedule-based 
transit assignment, and a park-and-ride choice model for comprehensive modeling of transit and 
intermodal tours in a dynamic multimodal network. 

Path overlap is a common issue in multimodal route choice modeling. It affects the path gener-
ation and path probability estimation in schedule-based transit assignment models such as Fast-
Trips (Zorn & Sall, 2017). When paths in a choice set overlap with one another, the logit based 
hyperpath model is affected by the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) property. This 
IIA property can be stated as if all else being equal, a person’s choice between two alternatives 
is unaffected by other available choices (Cheng & Long, 2007). Transit vehicle trips running on 
the same route and having similar characteristics in schedule-based network may be considered 
as independent paths because of this property. Several modifcations to the logit model such as 
C-logit (Cascetta et al., 1996), link-nested logit (Vovsha & Bekhor, 1998) were proposed for over-
coming this route overlap issue. Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire (Ben-Akiva & Bierlaire, 1999) proposed 
a path-size logit model incorporating a path size factor to reduce alternative’s disutility in case of 
overlap. 

Ramming (2002) suggested path size logit gives better empirical ft than C-logit, and overlap vari-
able based on travel time yields better results than the overlap variable based on distance for road 
networks. For multimodal networks, Hoogendson-Lanser, Nes, and Bovy (2005) analysed three 
defnitions of overlap using path size estimators- number of legs, time, and distance. The results 
found that path size defned on number of legs producing better results than the other defnitions, 
and the weighting parameter for path size variable should be set equal to 1. 

Because we formulate the path overlap as a sequence similarity problem, we will provide some 
short background in this feld and then expand on our spatio-temporal variation in the method 
section. Pairwise sequence comparison can be viewed as a more restricted endeavor from acyclic 
graphs which in turn are restrictions on directed graphs. If individual trips restricted to the acyclic 
directed graph form (also known as a tree), then they are a path in that tree that can be repre-
sented as a sequence which in turn can be compared to any other sequence. Because all trips 
contain timestamps and ordering, all trips in the network can be represented in this form due to 
the linearity of time. One of these pairwise sequence comparison methods called longest common 
subsequence (LCS) has been adopted to measure and assess the level of inter-route overlap. His-
torically, pairwise sequence comparison methods such as edit distance (ED) and LCS have been 
used to study everything from language, biochemistry, music theory, human behavior to travel 
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trajectories (Abbott, 1995; Hirschberg, 1975; Mongeau & Sankoff, 1990; Smith & Waterman, 1981; 
Thompson, 1994; Wilson, 2008). In each of these domains the order of the symbol and its match 
plays an important role in fnding larger scale patterns and trends. 
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3 Methodology 

Transportation trips can take many forms and have many modes of travel. We focus on the read-
ily available public transportation in Connecticut which is bus, but utilize methods and terms that 
are broadly applicable and functionally without loss of generality. Access and egress to this trans-
portation network is made by either driving to a park and ride which we defne as the drive mode 
of access/egress, walking, waiting or fnally the most desirable mode in this framework which is 
when in the bus making progress which we call vehicle. We use the now ubiquitous GTFS fle 
format for our open source implementation which makes use of a few key concepts and terms 
that relate to the spatio-temporal properties that must be navigated in order to perform any trip 
search. First and , trip searching is made from the perspective of a particular origin or destination 
date and time and from this starting point a search can be made in terms of optimization whereas 
the rider can locate and order trips based on the time it will take to get to the destination which 
can involve transfers along the way. We will formally defne in a mathematical framework the 
concept of trip search as a tree search problem and will make use of sequences to the address issue 
that naturally arise when considering the reduction of the large numbers of viable trips. 

We defne the set of all unique stops in a transportation network S (which are contained in the 
GTFS stops.txt fle). A trip we will term a sequence whose alphabet is S. Sequences in the context 
rarely have repeating symbols but can in fact repeat for looping style trips example of loop route. 
If we consider the set of all trips as U then searching for a viable trip will involve the use of spatio-
temporal selection on U, which is to say we need to fnd a time range around the desired origin or 
destination point and well as a spatial range around the walk or drive access points. Both of these 
ranges act as a time and space buffer that will produce a very small subset of V ⊂ U which is the 
set of viable trips that are within the active spatio-temporal search bands. 

We proceed with the details of our Random Tree Search (RTS) algorithm as follows: 

(1) fnd all feasible origin stops that are within the transportation analysis zone (TAZ) using frst 
walk distances and then driving distances 

(2) search all trips that will pass through any of the feasible stops within the time buffer 

(3) fnd feasible origin trips that contain a stop that is within the walking distance buffer or a 
driving distance buffer, if (3) doesn’t not fnd a suitable stop (which would make this search 
have a direct trip), then a recursive solution involves (optional 4) fnding all linking trips. 

In our implementation, we speed this basic search up in several ways: (1) preprocess the network 
so that all trip to trip transfer links are cached in a dictionary and will have O(1) search time 
on average, (2) use a constant number of transfers since these are undesirable, (3) preprocess the 
origin and destination stop and trips which we term as candidate trips: C ⊂ V, (4) heading 
limiting which calculates for each sequence X in C: the vector in mph from the access stop to 
the closest stop point and then orders the search in descending order while flters trips that have 
negative walking speed headings, (5) depth limiting of the search so that when direct trips are 
encountered the search can terminate early, (6) random importance sampling where as the transfer 
number increases, the branches are down-sampled more and more aggressively using heading 
limits from (4). Taken all together these simplistic measures lead to effcient and low cost trip 
searches on very large networks. We call the set of all returned sequences (trips) from the RST 
algorithm: P 
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3.1 K-dissimilar Paths 

The paths P that are returned from RST are also in fact spatio-temporal sequences where each 
point along the trip the traveler is at some stop s ∈ S using one of the modes: vehicle, waiting, 
walking, drive. At each spatial stop point in this framework, there is the time value or the number 
of elapsed seconds in the day. Although the set P does in fact represent all viable options for 
a trip, it often contains large numbers of poorly performing trips as well as large numbers of 
near-duplicate or very similar trips. A more reasonable alternative is desirable for analysis and 
network simulation that favors low-cost trips as well as trips that have reduced similarity to the 
others. Using these desired components, we detail a information-criterion based reduction of the 
size of |P| to a constant value we call k. This value can be set by the user and will be calculated 
for each transfer level separately since a two-transfer trip by nature will have very different stops 
than a direct express. Because similarity in this context is spatial an temporal we explore two 
dissimilarity metrics that can be used to objectively select the k sequences in P that are low cost 
and also very dissimilar: (1) Jaccard set dissimilarity (J) and (2) longest common subsequence with 
transfer (LCSWT) dissimilarity. 

3.2 Jaccard Dissimilarity Metric 

A very simplistic approach is to simply count the number of shared stops between two trips and 
|X ∩ Y|

divide by the total number and then take the complement: J(X, Y) = 1 − : X, Y ∈ P, X is |X ∪ Y|
the set of stops in sequence X, and Y is the set of stops in sequence Y. 

The main issue here is that stops have to be identical in this formulation and the spatial proximity 
is not considered meaning that with the J metric two stops could be fve feet away from each other 
and not be counted as similar. A second more drastic issue here is that the order of the stops is 
not considered since set metrics have no ordering. A novel and more accurate metric follows that 
incorporates both ordering and spatial matching components, which we call LCSWT. LCWST is 
a spatio-temporal variant of the longest common subsequence algorithm which seeks to compare 
how close two sequences are to each other. 

3.3 Sequence Comparison Metrics 

Sequence similarity measures can be used to automatically identify and score unique paths among 
graphs and tree structures. Historically, pairwise sequence comparison methods such as edit dis-
tance (ED) and longest common subsequence have been useful in powering numerous query tools 
and analysis systems across a wide range of applications in domain like language, biochemistry, 
music theory, behavior and more recently in travel trajectories (Hirschberg 1975)(Smith & Water-
man 1981)(Thompson 1994)(Mongeau 1990)(Abott 1995) (Wilson 2008). We frst start with a basic 
LCS and then detail and expanded form design specifcally for trip paths that involve transfer 
options. 
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3.3.1 LCS 

LCS (denoted below as L) traditionally measures the number of common subsequence elements 
and so requires some transformations to become a metric. First we outline a traditional recursive 
defnition and then we will expand this simple version to one that incorporates space and time: ⎧ ⎪0 if i = 0 or j = 0⎨ 
∀X, Y ∈ U : L(X_i, Y_j) = L(Xi−1, Yj−1) + 1 if i, j > 0 and Xi = Yj⎪⎩ max{ L(Xi, Yj−1), L(Xi−1, Yj) } if i, j > 0 and Xi 6= Yj 

3.3.2 LCSWT 

This classic formulation doesn’t quite work for our purposes since an exact stop and time match 
would be implied by: Xi = Yj. Instead we simply apply time selection and do not use U or V 
but P. Instead of the exact stop, we will use its proximity or transfer potential via a stop to stop 
distance matrix: q 
σ(a, b) = (alat − blat)2 + (along − blong)2 : ∀a, b ∈ S 

We then use a diffusion function to zero the matching space component so only those stops that are 
within the walking distance buffer denoted as d will get partial matching credit [0.0,1.0] instead 
of the 1 for an exact match. In this formulation an exact match still gets a 1-stop credit, but stops 
that are close will have approximate value contributed proportional to its . Using this variation 
we then have our LCSWT (denoted as L): ⎧ ⎪0 if i = 0 or j = 0⎨ 
∀X, Y ∈ P : L(X_i, Y_j) = L(Xi−1, Yj−1) − σ(Xi−1, Yj1 )d

−1 + 1 if i, j > 0 and σ(Xi, Yj) < d⎪⎩ max{ L(Xi, Yj−1), L(Xi−1, Yj) } if i, j > 0 and σ(Xi, Yj) ≥ d 

3.3.3 LCSWT Dissimiliarity Metric 

We now transform the L(X, Y) value into a symmetric distance using the harmonic mean over 
both numerators which creates symmetry between small and large sequence comparisons: 

L(X, Y) L(X, Y)
First we have the X to Y version: and then the Y to X version: |X| |Y| 

2mambrecalling that the harmonic mean of any two metrics: ma, mb can be obtained by: , 
ma + mb 

we then derive our LCSWT dissimilarity metric: � � � � � � 
L(X,Y) L(X,Y) L(X,Y)2 

|X| |Y| 2 |X||Y|
δ(X, Y) = 1 − 2� � � � = 1 − � � = 

L(X,Y) L(X,Y) L(X,Y)(|X|+|Y|)+|X| |Y| |X||Y|� �� � � � 
L(X, Y)L(X, Y) |X||Y| L(X, Y)

1 − 2 = 1 − 2 |X||Y| L(X, Y)(|X| + |Y|) |X| + |Y| 
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3.4 Normalized Sum of Pairs Scoring 

This provides the needed criterion for comparing one sequence to another and when we wish to 
answer objectively which sequence Q ∈ P is the most dissimilar to the others we can make use 
of one to many group comparison operations such as the well establish sum of pairs score (SP). 
We will derive a normalized SP score here using the δ(X, Y) metric but it should be noted that the 
J(X, Y) will work just as well and is available in our implementation. 

Here we will defne the normalized SP score: � �� � 
L(X, Y) 1 1 ∀X ∈ P : Δ(X) = 1 − 2 = δ(X, Y)∑ |X| + |Y| |P| |P| ∑ 

Y∈P\{X} Y∈P\{X} 

3.5 Trip Cost and Penalties 

The second major aspect of analysis of a set of return trips P from RST is the cost in terms of time 
and in our implementation under a penalty model. Penalties are used here as a way to model 
behavioral elements of passengers that prefer to have direct routes and to not walk excessively. 
In our work we incorporate a coeffcient and fxed offset penalty model for each mode of travel. 
This allows the user to search in a restricted movement situation or in a case of a highly mobile 
but time-crunched passenger that is willing to walk several miles for a transfer. 

We will use the notation of α(X) to denote the total cost in seconds for sequence X ∈ P. Here we 
use penalty functions in seconds as well to allow easy incorporation of both the actual measured 
time and that time we are modeling that may be felt by the passenger (time with penalties). 

let t denote the time in seconds for a sequence segment, mw denote the coeffcient for a mode and 
mo denote the fxed cost of a mode: 

|X|
∀X ∈ P : α(X) = ∑ Xi,t Xi,mw + Xi,mo 

i=1 

To normalize this so that is is compatible with our Δ(X) metric we use the minimum and maxi-
mum cost sequences in P to denote a normalized version of α we will call β: ⎛ ⎞ 

α(X) − min {α(Y)}
Y∈P∀X ∈ P : β(X) = ⎝ ⎠ 

max {α(Y)} − min {α(Y)}
Y∈P Y∈P 

Notice here in the normalized cost form, the best trip will have the value of 0.0 which is also the 
numeric orientation of our Δ value where 0.0 will denote the sequence that is most dissimilar to 
all others in P. 

3.6 Cost-Dissimilarity Optimization 

We can combine our two metrics in many ways but in order to achieve a meaning analysis we 
must go back to the importance of returning the lowest cost path from P since this is the most 
desired result and also or returning the sequences that are very different. This means that a simple 
additive or linear hybrid optimization over cost and dissimilarity will not work since it could 
return sequences that have an average similarity and also average meaning. This would lead to 
selected paths being good at both when we are actually looking for some of the best cost sequences 
and some of the most dissimilar sequences in our space reduction of P. A natural conclusion then 
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is to use an set of incremental iterative weights that feature the importance of the lowest cost frst 
and makes progress up to the kth sequence is selected to then select the sequence that is most 
dissimilar to all other in P 

We use a linear monotonically decreasing mixing function that starts at 1.0 and goes to 0.0: � � 
ω(i) = 1 − i−1 : for i = 1 to k + 1k−1 

1 1For example, when k = 5: ω = {1, 34 . 2 , 4 , 0} 

We then proceed to use ω to mix the cost with the dissimilarity (using the complement of ωi) as 
we pick the k sequences: 

K ← φ 

for i = 1 to k : � � 

K ← K ∪ min {ωi β(X) + (1 − ωi)Δ(X)}
X∈P\K 
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4 Results 

4.1 CTTransit GTFS Dataset for Hartford 

For our work, we used the 2016 GTFS network dataset taken from:https://espace.library. 
uq.edu.au/view/UQ:732753/GTFS_CTTransit_Hartford_2016.zip, so that it would closely corre-
spond with our CSTS datset we used for looking at demand. It comprises bus routes across CT 
and includes the incoming work trips that we were looking to study and apply our LCSWT based 
k-dissimilarity algorithm upon detail in the method section above. 

4.2 CSTS Demand Dataset for Hartford 

Because DTPA also requires to have demand information in a specifc form, we made use of 
actually collected data that was part of our prior work: https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/DOT/ 
documents/dTDAQM/FinalReportCTStatewideHouseholdTransportationStudyNoAppendicespdf. 
pdf. We use unidentifed person trips for those people in the survey that were headed into 
work to select appropriately complex trips to compare and contrast against our LCSWT base 
k-dissimilar path selection. We focused on those trips that had at least one transfer and in the 
process were able to obtain person trips with very long and transfer-flled commutes. We were 
interested to see if users picked very low cost trips that were closure to the best or if they were 
picking some other higher-cost trip that had components that were unique when compared to the 
best trip possible. We selected all in bound weekday trips from the CSTS dataset that were going 
to work in Hartford that had reported needing one or more transfers. This resulted in 39 unique 
persons and 56 trips in total. 
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Figure 1 The number of potential paths generated by the RST phase of our algorithm when sam-
pling is at its full scale leaves a very large pool of possible paths. Some 3-Transfer searches yielded 
over 40000 potential ways to travel. 
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To explore the effectiveness in the selected k trips out for the total potential paths (that Fast-TriPs 
would normally sample from) we frst plotted the cost of each trip against the similarity measure. 
The k-dissimilar algorithm takes the lowest cost as the frst selected value always and then pro-
ceeds to select paths in this plot that are in the lower left corner. The set of the k-paths tend to 
encompass the most relevant and also some of the most unique among what is an initial set of 
many self-similar clusters. To further show the unique paths have been selected, we also plotted 
the multi-dimensional scaled (MDS) version of the pair-wise distance matrix of the LCTWT SP 
scores for each path. Here, points appear very close when then contain the same stops and appear 
very far away when the trip represents a truly different path from the origin to destination. 

Figure 2 Person 11 Trip 1 requires 2 transfers to complete but the search space is very large. The 
MDS of the LCSWT distance matrix shows clear clusters of similar options in a fan like position at 
the top. The k-paths that are selected closely align to 10 of the 15 naturally occurring clusters. 
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Figure 3 The same Person 11 Trip 1 with one transfer is depicted here with cost on the X-axis 
versus the SP-score. Trips that are selected by the algorithm are the left and bottom most points 
since these are the dual optimal positions. The distribution or positioning from the lowest cost to 
the least similar can be further manipulated by the interpolation function given to the optimization 
function where a linear function was used here. There are no lower-cost trips in the total search 
space that in our k-path set, while there are no more unique trips taken either which would show 
as lower y-axis values. 
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Figure 4 Person 32 Trip 1 with a single transfer has a very large search space. When looking at 
the MDS here, many natural clusters emerge most of which are very high cost and would lead to 
a very undesirable trip for the passenger. The k-path trips seems for form a small ellipse at the 
center of the MDS that defnes the most information rich section in possible paths. 
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Figure 5 When the same Person 32 Trip 1 is examined from cost to similarity we can see the same 
clear lower left portion of paths are selected that are both very unique and low cost. 
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5 Conclusion 

We have developed a novel way to determine path overlap for transit assignment and transit sys-
tem analysis in our project. Our LCSWT method provides a secondary way to score potential 
paths and when employed in conjunction with the standard penalty function for cost, can be em-
ployed to complete an information-rich approximation on large system path potentials. We have 
successfully adapted the LCS algorithm to be useful in transportation assignment by extending it 
to the spatio-temporal domain in the form of stop sequences or trips from GTFS. We are now able 
to pre-compute all trip-to-trip LCSWT measures to automatically fnd related routes, subroutes 
and express relationships. We are able to fnd the lowest cost and most unique k trips out of a 
large number and every trip that lies between those extremes using interpolation. We tested our 
performance on the Hartford CT network which is suffciently large to demonstrate our proof of 
concept and have made our software implementation open-source and availible to the community 
as part of our project fulfllment. 

The practical implications for this work are simple and utilitarian. The k paths can reduce link 
complexity of systems that have 40,000 or so potential paths to a smaller more manageable num-
ber like 1000 which would result in faster simulation. For simulations systems like Fast-TriP which 
uses random sampling, this could greatly increase speed on the largest networks that exist. When 
large potentials are randomly sampled there is a higher chance of not sampling a low cost. By 
selecting the k paths ahead of a sampling procedure, that sample procedure is guaranteed to al-
ready have some of the best choices to choose from and so the randomization has some bounds 
that would align to human behavior. 

Our method is a natural extension to the SP problems where dynamic programming can be used to 
keep local optimum and be built upon to encompass a large system. Instead of the single highest 
scoring path our k-paths could be used instead thereby retaining k-1 potential links between each 
set of points, instead on the normal single value (or all values that tie for the lowest cost). A natural 
future direction is a full implementation of this algorithm integrated into the standard Dijkstra, so 
that any possible demand could be precomputed and cached in a database like structure for fast 
searches that would yield many unique paths between any points. 
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	1.1 Problem Statement 
	1.1 Problem Statement 
	The longest common sub sequence (LCS) is defned as those symbols that appear in the same order between two input sequences of possibly varying sizes. For our work, we formulate trips from a transit network as a sequence, while stops on the trip can be thought of as the symbols. Trips that have many of the same stops appearing with a similar ordering will then have a larger LCS than those trips with larger amounts of unique stops. By proceeding to calculate the LCS for all possible trip pairs we arrive at a 
	-
	-
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	For a transportation network, sequences are only a fraction of the possible paths that could be utilized to fnd a valid user trip that has minimal transfers and the desired time cost. But since the network is fxed and not a dynamic run-time consideration to a transit assignment simulation framework, we argue that a priori network trip clustering and alignment could not only improve the realism of simulated transit assignment tools, but could also attach the perceptual element of similarity into the path-wei

	1.2 Objectives 
	1.2 Objectives 
	The goals of the proposed research are broadly to apply the methods of sequence alignment and matching from computational biology, focusing on LCS, to the DTPA problem in three contexts: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	A priori characterization of the network 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Elimination of nonsensical paths during path generation phase 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Mitigation of path overlap through development of metrics to be integrated with the path choice model. 



	1.3 Expected Contributions 
	1.3 Expected Contributions 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Finalize an ideal scoring mechanism and metrics (should have more than one!) 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Explore the effects of LCS with symbol-time matching (currently we have only employed symbol matching). A symbol-time matching LCS would offer an additive weight for when time matches and the symbol matches. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Develop and explore route/sub-route/express tailored symbol-time LCS signatures 

	(4) 
	(4) 
	Develop and explore a transit specifc route/sub-route/express tailored symbol-time multiple trip alignment algorithm using (3) 
	-


	(5) 
	(5) 
	Explore and develop pathweight model for incorporating trip similarity 

	(6) 
	(6) 
	Develop and implement a proof of concept system that can perform the LCS based alignment and path-weight model on a large network such as SF. 



	1.4 Report Overview 
	1.4 Report Overview 
	The rest of the report is structured with a short literature review of transit assignment and path overlap. That is followed with a technical method section that sets to formal defne the similarity metrics used for the novel components to the work. Traditional penalty modeling using a per mode structure and the algorithm application to our CT GTFS and CSTS demand fles are included in the results section. 
	2 Literature Review 
	Transit assignment approaches are broadly divided into two types: frequency-based and schedule-based transit assignment. The frequency-based approach assumes each transit line operates on a constant frequency without any reliable schedule. Frequency-based models are commonly used in static transit assignments. It is effective in describing bus networks operating in congested roads with varied travel times (Oliker & Bekhor, 2018). In contrast, schedule-based approach uses detailed departure or arrival times 
	-
	-

	Spiess and Florian (1989) described an optimal strategy for frequency-based transit networks where passengers are allowed to reach their destination at minimum expected cost. The model assumes that the waiting time for a passenger before boarding the frst arriving vehicle depends on the combined frequencies of the transit services considered by the traveler. Nguyen and Pallattino (1988) developed a graph-theoretic framework (hyperpath) to deal with the common lines problem in transit network route choice. T
	-
	-
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	Nuzzolo, Russo, and Crisalli (2001) presented a schedule-based path choice model for high-frequency transit networks which considers both day-to-day and within-day dynamic of passenger path choices. Hamdouch and Lawphongpanich (2008) took into account both transit schedules and vehicle capacity constraints in their schedule-based UE transit assignment model. One of the distinctive properties of schedule-based networks is that the adjacent stops vary over time, and the cost of reaching an adjacent stop is a 
	Nuzzolo, Russo, and Crisalli (2001) presented a schedule-based path choice model for high-frequency transit networks which considers both day-to-day and within-day dynamic of passenger path choices. Hamdouch and Lawphongpanich (2008) took into account both transit schedules and vehicle capacity constraints in their schedule-based UE transit assignment model. One of the distinctive properties of schedule-based networks is that the adjacent stops vary over time, and the cost of reaching an adjacent stop is a 
	-
	-
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	uled vehicle trip with time information between two consecutive stops. A logit-based hyperpath model integrated with the LBTE network was also proposed in this study for stochastic transit assignment. Although this LBTE model reduces the effort to build network on transit schedules because of the expansion of network with scheduled links, the size of the network increases significantly requiring signifcant computational effort to solve path assignment problems. To improve the computational effciency, a new 
	-
	-


	Path overlap is a common issue in multimodal route choice modeling. It affects the path generation and path probability estimation in schedule-based transit assignment models such as Fast-Trips (Zorn & Sall, 2017). When paths in a choice set overlap with one another, the logit based hyperpath model is affected by the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) property. This IIA property can be stated as if all else being equal, a person’s choice between two alternatives is unaffected by other available c
	-
	-

	Ramming (2002) suggested path size logit gives better empirical ft than C-logit, and overlap variable based on travel time yields better results than the overlap variable based on distance for road networks. For multimodal networks, Hoogendson-Lanser, Nes, and Bovy (2005) analysed three defnitions of overlap using path size estimators-number of legs, time, and distance. The results found that path size defned on number of legs producing better results than the other defnitions, and the weighting parameter f
	-

	Because we formulate the path overlap as a sequence similarity problem, we will provide some short background in this feld and then expand on our spatio-temporal variation in the method section. Pairwise sequence comparison can be viewed as a more restricted endeavor from acyclic graphs which in turn are restrictions on directed graphs. If individual trips restricted to the acyclic directed graph form (also known as a tree), then they are a path in that tree that can be represented as a sequence which in tu
	Because we formulate the path overlap as a sequence similarity problem, we will provide some short background in this feld and then expand on our spatio-temporal variation in the method section. Pairwise sequence comparison can be viewed as a more restricted endeavor from acyclic graphs which in turn are restrictions on directed graphs. If individual trips restricted to the acyclic directed graph form (also known as a tree), then they are a path in that tree that can be represented as a sequence which in tu
	-
	-

	trajectories (Abbott, 1995; Hirschberg, 1975; Mongeau & Sankoff, 1990; Smith & Waterman, 1981; Thompson, 1994; Wilson, 2008). In each of these domains the order of the symbol and its match plays an important role in fnding larger scale patterns and trends. 

	3 Methodology 
	Transportation trips can take many forms and have many modes of travel. We focus on the readily available public transportation in Connecticut which is bus, but utilize methods and terms that are broadly applicable and functionally without loss of generality. Access and egress to this transportation network is made by either driving to a park and ride which we defne as the drive mode of access/egress, walking, waiting or fnally the most desirable mode in this framework which is when in the bus making progre
	-
	-
	GTFS 
	open source implementation 

	We defne the set of all unique stops in a transportation network S (which are contained in the GTFS stops.txt fle). A trip we will term a sequence whose alphabet is S. Sequences in the context rarely have repeating symbols but can in fact repeat for looping style trips If we consider the set of all trips as U then searching for a viable trip will involve the use of spatiotemporal selection on U, which is to say we need to fnd a time range around the desired origin or destination point and well as a spatial 
	example of loop route. 
	-

	We proceed with the details of our Random Tree Search (RTS) algorithm as follows: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	fnd all feasible origin stops that are within the transportation analysis zone (TAZ) using frst walk distances and then driving distances 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	search all trips that will pass through any of the feasible stops within the time buffer 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	fnd feasible origin trips that contain a stop that is within the walking distance buffer or a driving distance buffer, if (3) doesn’t not fnd a suitable stop (which would make this search have a direct trip), then a recursive solution involves (optional 4) fnding all linking trips. 


	In our implementation, we speed this basic search up in several ways: (1) preprocess the network so that all trip to trip transfer links are cached in a dictionary and will have O(1) search time on average, (2) use a constant number of transfers since these are undesirable, (3) preprocess the origin and destination stop and trips which we term as candidate trips: C ⊂ V, (4) heading limiting which calculates for each sequence X in C: the vector in mph from the access stop to the closest stop point and then o
	3.1 K-dissimilar Paths 
	The paths P that are returned from RST are also in fact spatio-temporal sequences where each point along the trip the traveler is at some stop s ∈ S using one of the modes: vehicle, waiting, walking, drive. At each spatial stop point in this framework, there is the time value or the number of elapsed seconds in the day. Although the set P does in fact represent all viable options for a trip, it often contains large numbers of poorly performing trips as well as large numbers of near-duplicate or very similar
	3.2 Jaccard Dissimilarity Metric 
	A very simplistic approach is to simply count the number of shared stops between two trips and 
	|X ∩ Y|
	divide by the total number and then take the complement: J(X, Y)= 1 − : X, Y ∈ P, X is 
	|X ∪ Y|the set of stops in sequence X, and Y is the set of stops in sequence Y. 
	The main issue here is that stops have to be identical in this formulation and the spatial proximity is not considered meaning that with the J metric two stops could be fve feet away from each other and not be counted as similar. A second more drastic issue here is that the order of the stops is not considered since set metrics have no ordering. A novel and more accurate metric follows that incorporates both ordering and spatial matching components, which we call LCSWT. LCWST is a spatio-temporal variant of
	3.3 Sequence Comparison Metrics 
	Sequence similarity measures can be used to automatically identify and score unique paths among graphs and tree structures. Historically, pairwise sequence comparison methods such as edit distance (ED) and longest common subsequence have been useful in powering numerous query tools and analysis systems across a wide range of applications in domain like language, biochemistry, music theory, behavior and more recently in travel trajectories (Hirschberg 1975)(Smith & Waterman 1981)(Thompson 1994)(Mongeau 1990)
	-
	-

	3.3.1 LCS 
	LCS (denoted below as L) traditionally measures the number of common subsequence elements and so requires some transformations to become a metric. First we outline a traditional recursive defnition and then we will expand this simple version to one that incorporates space and time: 
	⎧ 
	⎪0 if i = 0 or j = 0
	⎨ 
	∀X, Y ∈ U : L(X_i, Y_j)= L(Xi−1, Yj−1)+ 1 if i, j > 0 and Xi = Yj
	⎪
	⎩ 
	max{ L(Xi, Yj−1), L(Xi−1, Yj) } if i, j > 0 and Xi 6= Yj 
	3.3.2 LCSWT 
	This classic formulation doesn’t quite work for our purposes since an exact stop and time match would be implied by: Xi = Yj. Instead we simply apply time selection and do not use U or V but P. Instead of the exact stop, we will use its proximity or transfer potential via a stop to stop distance matrix: 
	q 
	σ(a, b)= : ∀a, b ∈ S 
	(alat − blat)
	2 
	+(along − blong)
	2

	We then use a diffusion function to zero the matching space component so only those stops that are within the walking distance buffer denoted as d will get partial matching credit [0.0,1.0] instead of the 1 for an exact match. In this formulation an exact match still gets a 1-stop credit, but stops that are close will have approximate value contributed proportional to its . Using this variation we then have our LCSWT (denoted as L): 
	⎧ 
	⎪0 if i = 0 or j = 0
	⎨ 
	∀X, Y ∈ P : L(X_i, Y_j)= L(Xi−1, Yj−1) − σ(Xi−1, Yj)d+ 1 if i, j > 0 and σ(Xi, Yj) < d
	1 
	−1 

	⎪
	⎩ 
	max{ L(Xi, Yj−1), L(Xi−1, Yj) } if i, j > 0 and σ(Xi, Yj) ≥ d 
	3.3.3 LCSWT Dissimiliarity Metric 
	We now transform the L(X, Y) value into a symmetric distance using the harmonic mean over both numerators which creates symmetry between small and large sequence comparisons: 
	L(X, Y) L(X, Y)
	First we have the X to Y version: and then the Y to X version: 
	|X||Y| 
	2mamb
	2mamb

	recalling that the harmonic mean of any two metrics: ma, mb can be obtained by: , 
	ma + mb 
	we then derive our LCSWT dissimilarity metric: 
	... . .. 
	|X||Y| |X||Y|
	L(X,Y) L(X,Y) L(X,Y)
	2 
	2 

	δ(X, Y)= 1 − 2. .. . = 1 − = 
	.. 

	L(X,Y) L(X,Y) L(X,Y)(|X|+|Y|)
	L(X,Y) L(X,Y) L(X,Y)(|X|+|Y|)

	+
	|X||Y||X||Y|
	. .. ... 
	L(X, Y)L(X, Y) |X||Y| L(X, Y)
	1 − 2 = 1 − 2 
	|X||Y| L(X, Y)(|X| + |Y|) |X| + |Y| 
	3.4 Normalized Sum of Pairs Scoring 
	This provides the needed criterion for comparing one sequence to another and when we wish to answer objectively which sequence Q ∈ P is the most dissimilar to the others we can make use of one to many group comparison operations such as the well establish sum of pairs score (SP). We will derive a normalized SP score here using the δ(X, Y) metric but it should be noted that the J(X, Y) will work just as well and is available in our implementation. 
	Here we will defne the normalized SP score: 
	. .. . 
	L(X, Y) 11 
	∀X ∈ P : Δ(X)= 1 − 2 = δ(X, Y)
	|X| + |Y||P||P| 
	∑ 
	∑ 

	Y∈P\{X} Y∈P\{X} 
	3.5 Trip Cost and Penalties 
	The second major aspect of analysis of a set of return trips P from RST is the cost in terms of time and in our implementation under a penalty model. Penalties are used here as a way to model behavioral elements of passengers that prefer to have direct routes and to not walk excessively. In our work we incorporate a coeffcient and fxed offset penalty model for each mode of travel. This allows the user to search in a restricted movement situation or in a case of a highly mobile but time-crunched passenger th
	We will use the notation of α(X) to denote the total cost in seconds for sequence X ∈ P. Here we use penalty functions in seconds as well to allow easy incorporation of both the actual measured time and that time we are modeling that may be felt by the passenger (time with penalties). 
	let t denote the time in seconds for a sequence segment, mw denote the coeffcient for a mode and mo denote the fxed cost of a mode: 
	|X|∀X ∈ P : α(X)= Xi,t Xi,m+ Xi,m
	∑ 
	w 
	o 

	i=1 
	To normalize this so that is is compatible with our Δ(X) metric we use the minimum and maximum cost sequences in P to denote a normalized version of α we will call β: 
	-

	⎛⎞ 
	α(X) − min {α(Y)}
	Y∈P
	∀X ∈ P : β(X)= 
	⎝⎠ 

	max {α(Y)}− min {α(Y)}
	Y∈P Y∈P 
	Notice here in the normalized cost form, the best trip will have the value of 0.0 which is also the numeric orientation of our Δ value where 0.0 will denote the sequence that is most dissimilar to all others in P. 
	3.6 Cost-Dissimilarity Optimization 
	We can combine our two metrics in many ways but in order to achieve a meaning analysis we must go back to the importance of returning the lowest cost path from P since this is the most desired result and also or returning the sequences that are very different. This means that a simple additive or linear hybrid optimization over cost and dissimilarity will not work since it could return sequences that have an average similarity and also average meaning. This would lead to selected paths being good at both wh
	We can combine our two metrics in many ways but in order to achieve a meaning analysis we must go back to the importance of returning the lowest cost path from P since this is the most desired result and also or returning the sequences that are very different. This means that a simple additive or linear hybrid optimization over cost and dissimilarity will not work since it could return sequences that have an average similarity and also average meaning. This would lead to selected paths being good at both wh
	is to use an set of incremental iterative weights that feature the importance of the lowest cost frst and makes progress up to the kth sequence is selected to then select the sequence that is most dissimilar to all other in P 

	We use a linear monotonically decreasing mixing function that starts at 1.0 and goes to 0.0: 
	Ł. 
	ω(i)= 1 − : for i = 1 to k + 1
	i−1 

	k−1 
	k−1 

	11
	For example, when k = 5: ω = {1, ., ,0} 
	3
	4
	2
	4

	We then proceed to use ω to mix the cost with the dissimilarity (using the complement of ωi) as we pick the k sequences: 
	K ← φ 
	for i = 1 to k : 
	.. 
	K ← K ∪ min {ωi β(X)+(1 − ωi)Δ(X)}X∈P\K 
	4 Results 
	4.1 CTTransit GTFS Dataset for Hartford 
	spond with our CSTS datset we used for looking at demand. It comprises bus routes across CT and includes the incoming work trips that we were looking to study and apply our LCSWT based k-dissimilarity algorithm upon detail in the method section above. 
	For our work, we used the 2016 GTFS network dataset taken from:
	https://espace.library. 
	uq.edu.au/view/UQ:732753/GTFS_CTTransit_Hartford_2016.zip, so that it would closely corre
	-


	4.2 CSTS Demand Dataset for Hartford 
	Because DTPA also requires to have demand information in a specifc form, we made use of 
	actually collected data that was part of our prior work: 
	https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/DOT/ 

	We use unidentifed person trips for those people in the survey that were headed into work to select appropriately complex trips to compare and contrast against our LCSWT base k-dissimilar path selection. We focused on those trips that had at least one transfer and in the process were able to obtain person trips with very long and transfer-flled commutes. We were interested to see if users picked very low cost trips that were closure to the best or if they were picking some other higher-cost trip that had co
	documents/dTDAQM/FinalReportCTStatewideHouseholdTransportationStudyNoAppendicespdf. 
	pdf. 

	Figure
	Figure The number of potential paths generated by the RST phase of our algorithm when sampling is at its full scale leaves a very large pool of possible paths. Some 3-Transfer searches yielded over 40000 potential ways to travel. 
	1 
	-

	To explore the effectiveness in the selected k trips out for the total potential paths (that Fast-TriPs would normally sample from) we frst plotted the cost of each trip against the similarity measure. The k-dissimilar algorithm takes the lowest cost as the frst selected value always and then proceeds to select paths in this plot that are in the lower left corner. The set of the k-paths tend to encompass the most relevant and also some of the most unique among what is an initial set of many self-similar clu
	-

	Figure
	Figure Person 11 Trip 1 requires 2 transfers to complete but the search space is very large. The MDS of the LCSWT distance matrix shows clear clusters of similar options in a fan like position at the top. The k-paths that are selected closely align to 10 of the 15 naturally occurring clusters. 
	2 

	Figure
	Figure The same Person 11 Trip 1 with one transfer is depicted here with cost on the X-axis versus the SP-score. Trips that are selected by the algorithm are the left and bottom most points since these are the dual optimal positions. The distribution or positioning from the lowest cost to the least similar can be further manipulated by the interpolation function given to the optimization function where a linear function was used here. There are no lower-cost trips in the total search space that in our k-pat
	3 

	Figure
	Figure Person 32 Trip 1 with a single transfer has a very large search space. When looking at the MDS here, many natural clusters emerge most of which are very high cost and would lead to a very undesirable trip for the passenger. The k-path trips seems for form a small ellipse at the center of the MDS that defnes the most information rich section in possible paths. 
	4 

	Figure
	Figure When the same Person 32 Trip 1 is examined from cost to similarity we can see the same clear lower left portion of paths are selected that are both very unique and low cost. 
	5 

	5 Conclusion 
	We have developed a novel way to determine path overlap for transit assignment and transit system analysis in our project. Our LCSWT method provides a secondary way to score potential paths and when employed in conjunction with the standard penalty function for cost, can be employed to complete an information-rich approximation on large system path potentials. We have successfully adapted the LCS algorithm to be useful in transportation assignment by extending it to the spatio-temporal domain in the form of
	-
	-

	The practical implications for this work are simple and utilitarian. The k paths can reduce link complexity of systems that have 40,000 or so potential paths to a smaller more manageable number like 1000 which would result in faster simulation. For simulations systems like Fast-TriP which uses random sampling, this could greatly increase speed on the largest networks that exist. When large potentials are randomly sampled there is a higher chance of not sampling a low cost. By selecting the k paths ahead of 
	-
	-

	Our method is a natural extension to the SP problems where dynamic programming can be used to keep local optimum and be built upon to encompass a large system. Instead of the single highest scoring path our k-paths could be used instead thereby retaining k-1 potential links between each set of points, instead on the normal single value (or all values that tie for the lowest cost). A natural future direction is a full implementation of this algorithm integrated into the standard Dijkstra, so that any possibl
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